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• Undulators and Phase-Shifters were all magnetically tested & calibrated in the Lab

• Models were developed and they have been implemented in the control system using the 

database by Didier-Chris-Arturo to predict:

 K-value

 Local orbit corrections

 phase matching resonance condition

• A photon-based procedure was implemented and transfer to operation to verify:

 K-value calibration

 Alignment (y/pitch)

 the Earthfield correction

 Pointing

 phase matching resonance condition
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• The pointing was a reliable tool (even if not very 

accurate) to help the operation and in particular 

to support the efforts towards an accurate BBA, 

finally demonstrated last December 

• Concerning online K-value calibration,

it was demonstrated during one of the last shift 

dedicated to this issue that this procedure can be 

reduced to a single K-value per undulator 

module:

 a gap offset is enough to recover reliable 

values
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Together with Eugenio, we 

demonstrated the feasibility of 

measuring the source point (x/y) of 

each undulator modules within 

10 µm :

• Using two variable apertures 

(APU44&92) and a mono-beam 

• ∼1h to measure all modules , 

(today @ 100Hz should be even 

faster)
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• Repeat regularly the calibration of the K-value with the “reduce” 

procedure (every 4-6 months?)

• Improve the feedforward table for local correctors

Now that we have a reliable BBA to reach the nominal orbit it should 

be easier

• Improve the phase shifter resonant condition?
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Athos Apple X Undulators
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Magnetic Characterisation of the Apple X
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K-value definition 
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𝜆u is the period length

Bξ is the amplitude of the first harmonic of the magnetic field in ξ direction

ϕp is the normalised longitudinal shift between two diagonal magnetic rows  

K
Ky

Kx

Linear Horizontal 
Circular +

Linear Vertical 



Photon Diagnostic for Undulators
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measure thespectrum in theAthosbeam line, but asimulation iseasily possiblewith atool like

SPECTRA [21]. In Fig. 5.4 the convolution of the Fe-filter transmission at the L-absorption

edge with a simulated UE38 photon spectra in circular polarization at Kx = Ky = 1.55 and

an aperture of 1x1mm shows the anticipated result of a K-scan around that edge. For the

previously explained pointing measurement such a detailed analysis is not needed, since it is

just used as aqualitativemeasurement tool.

Fig. 5.4: Convolution of 0.1µm Fe-filter function and simulated UE38 photon spectrum at

Kx = Ky = 1.55 in circular polarization and an aperture of 1x1mm.

In order to determine the photon energy at the center of the edge, one needs to properly fit

the measured intensity. One possibility is to fit a parametrized Gauss error function to such an

edge, as is for example shown by Tanaka [22]. However, our current analysis focused simply

on fitting a linear function to the slope and find its intensity center by averaging the intensity

minimum and maximum of the edge, which can be found by fitting a higher order polynomial

(e.g. 5th order) to the transmission data. This method was chosen, since it found more reliably

decent fit parameters and was thus better for automation of the analysis. In the future analysis
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Measurement of the Iron Edge
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edge measurement. Furthermore it helped to drastically reduce the time needed to complete

scans. This was particularly helpful, since the Athos beam line operation is still in the early

commissioning stage and thus often restricted to low repetition rates by beam losses along the

Athos beam line.

(a) Diode signal (b) MCP signal

Fig. 5.2: SATUN22 L-edge scan, C+ polarization, Fe foil 0.1µm

5.2 Undulator pointing

The pointing position of the spontaneous radiation cone generated by each undulator module

isdependent on the angle and the transverse position of the electron trajectory passing through

that module. With a well aligned orbit, these pointing positions coincide on a downstream

detector like the MCP. However, to be able to make out a clear center of the spot some kind

of photon energy band pass filter, e.g. a monochromator, is necessary for reducing the photon

beam spot size in order to actually fit on the screen.

This measurement can thus indicate nicely the quality of the orbit alignment inside the whole

undulator region. Though to be able to actually make an orbit alignment, one would also need

ameasureof thetransversal sourceposition of each light cone. At thecurrent installation phase

of thephoton beam line this isnot possible. Nevertheless, thepointing measurement isby itself
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Alignment
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(a) Individual measurement traces and edge fits (b) Parabola fit of edge centers

Fig. 5.5: Mover scan in X direction for SATUN16, circular polarization, scan with Fe filter

(0.1µm)

5.5 Gap calibration

The gaps of the undulator modules need to be calibrated in order to achieve the correct K. The

absolute accuracy of the K depends on the photon energy and the electron beam energy, see

Eq. 2.6. With a well calibrated monochromator the photon energy can be determined with a

sufficient accuracy. However, theelectron beam energy cannot beknown with great confidence

(< 10−4). Even though this limits the absolute accuracy of the K values and thus the resulting

photon energy, it is not as impactful for operation. The absolute energy error of the photon

beam can be determined with the monochromator during operation and then easily corrected.

However, the relative K error between the di↵erent undulator modules is the more important

figure, because any error here can limit severely the FEL gain. The gap calibration should be

done after aligning the beam trajectory, as well as the alignment of X, Y and roll directions of

the undulator modules. Changing any of these parameters after the gap calibration invalidates

its results.

To allow for a sufficiently low relative K error (< 10−4), we need to measure the photon inten-

sity edges at enough photon energy references along the full gap-range. We are employing a

logarithmic, polynomial fit of 5th order, so a minimum of 6 measurement points is required.
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Pointing
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CHIC
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CHIC
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CHIC
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offsets (um)
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offsets (um) & delays (fs)
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• 14 UE38 have been installed in the tunnel

• 15 have been magnetically tested

• 15 CHICs (all) have been magnetically tested and installed in the tunnel

• Models to predict the K in the main polarisation modes (LH, LV,C+,C-) and the local 

orbit corrections have been implemented using the database: 

 thanks to Didier, Arturo & Chris K

• All CHICs interpolated calibrated measurements have been implemented in the 

control system by Eugenio

 Easy selection of the delay and horizontal offset

• A basic photon diagnostic has been commissioned (working only in C+/-) for

 Pointing

 K calibration

 Alignment
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• Cross check of the local orbit correction schema 

 in particular the sign of the correctors

• Commissioning the alignment quadrupoles

• Implement the model for predicting the phase matching resonance condition in all 

polarisation

• Implement elliptical and arbitrary linear polarisation

• In the second half of 2021, photon based alignment and calibration using the 

monochromator

• One still open question: shall we change the CHIC magnets with the new one to 

reduce the kicks or we can live with the local corrector coil?
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Thanks for your attention


